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This collection is inspired by the style that became popular in 
the 1920s and 1930s, and influenced the design of buildings, 
furniture, jewellery, fashion and interior designs.

Art Deco represented luxury, glamour and exuberance. It 
combined modernist styles with fine craftsmanship and rich 

materials. 

MADE IN SPAIN

After sixty years in the market, our products go on being 
entirely produced in Spain. We are proud of being a company 
which keeps our culture, tradition, values and passion on 
every single piece.
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B A T H R O O M
C O L L E C T I O N

Do you find art, architecture and design from the 
Art Deco period a constant source of inspiration 

and beauty? Create the illusion that your bathroom 
is a portal to a glamorous past with the addition of 
elements that feature rich colours, bold geometric 

shapes and lavish ornamentation.
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035005.000.50

035001.000.50

035077.000.50

035073.000.50
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Retro handle designs
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035016.CN0.50

035019.N00.50

035011.N00.50
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035018.N00.50

035039.000.50

Bath and shower mixer

Pipes for free standing bath
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035022.BM0.30

035001.M00.30

035008.M00.30
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035003.M00.30

Retro porcelain handle designs
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042018.000.50

042005.000.50

042003.000.50

042073.000.50
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K I T C H E N
C O L L E C T I O N

Art Deco’s glamorous attitude is living once again thanks 
to the design of this Collection. There is nothing timid 

about this models which radiate flash and dazzle.

Geometric forms, gentle swirls and rounded details are 
basic in Art Deco kitchens. 
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035030.N00.50

035032.N00.50

035031.MN0.50
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Black and white are a must in Art Deco designs. The porcelain handles in 
these colors perfectly match with the simplicity and elegance of this style.
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30
Antique brass

ART DECO CATALOGUE CLARIFICATIONS

Dear Customer,
Thank you for your interest in our products. In this catalogue you will find a Retro products list.

As set out below, we list in detail the basic codification rules used in this catalogue to make it as easy as possible for you to place your 
orders.

All codes have a number and/or letter sequence which provides you information about the collection, kind of product, item number, 
variations and finishes. The codes that appear in this catalogue match with the item shown at the picture. Please, keep in mind that the 
pictures are in black-and-white colour mode, you should replace the asterisks by the selected finish code from our bathroom fittings 
finishes you can find below. Please look at our price list to see the standard finishes we offer for each product.

We hope this catalogue to be of your interest and enjoyment.

Best regards,
BRONCES MESTRE S.A.

Product code

Code sample:

MESTRE BATHROOM FITTINGS FINISHES

Replace the asterisks
by the finish code

Bath and shower mixer with porcelain handles - Antique brass

000000.000.**

035016.M00.** 035016.M00.30

24
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Chrome

Aged finishes, like 30, may experience a colour deviation due to handcrafted work.
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

035001.000.**

035006.000.**

Retro handle
design #1

035022.B00.**

035008.000.**

035005.N00.**

035015.N00.**

035007.N00.**

Three holes basin set

One hole basin mixer

Three holes bidet set

Basin mixer

One hole basin mixer with
black porcelain

Single wall spout with black porcelain

Single spout with black porcelain

One hole basin mixer

Single spout

One hole bidet mixer

Single wall spoutBasin mixer with black porcelain

Three holes basin set with
black porcelain

One hole basin mixer with
black porcelain

Three holes bidet set with
black porcelain

035001.N00.**

035006.N00.**

035022.BN0.**

035005.000.**

035007.000.**

035020.000.**

035015.000.**035008.N00.**
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

035021.000.** 035021.N00.**

035016.CN0.**

035030.N00.**

One hole bidet mixer One hole bidet mixer with
black porcelain

Bath and shower mixer with
column and black porcelain

Kitchen - Sink mixer with
black porcelain

One hole bidet mixer with
black porcelain

Bath and shower mixer

Bath and shower mixer with
black porcelain

Bath and shower mixer with
black porcelain

Bath and shower mixer Bath and shower mixer with column

Kitchen - Sink mixer

Bath and shower mixer with columnBath and shower mixer

Kitchen - Wall mounted sink mixer 
with black porcelain

Kitchen - Wall mounted sink mixer

Bath and shower mixer with
black porcelain

035032.N00.**035032.000.**

035018.N00.**

035020.N00.**

035011.000.**

035011.N00.** 035016.N00.**035016.000.** 035016.C00.**

035030.000.**

035018.C00.**035018.000.**
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

035018.CN0.** 035019.000.**

035001.M00.**

035008.M00.**

035005.M00.**

035007.MN0.**

035003.MN0.**

Bath and shower mixer with
column and black porcelain

Shower mixer

Three holes basin set with
porcelain handles

Basin mixer with porcelain handles

One hole basin mixer with
porcelain handles

Single spout with black
porcelain handle

Single lever basin mixer with
black porcelain handle

Shower mixer with column
and black porcelain

Single lever basin mixer with
porcelain handle

Single spout with porcelain handle

One hole basin mixer with
black porcelain handles

Three holes basin set with
black porcelain handles

Basin mixer with black
porcelain handles

035001.MN0.**

035008.MN0.**

035019.CN0.**

035003.M00.**

035007.M00.**

035005.MN0.**

Shower mixer with black porcelain Shower mixer with column
035019.N00.** 035019.C00.**
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Retro handle
design #2
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

035022.BM0.** 035022.BMN.**

035032.MN0.**035031.M00.**

035030.MN0.**035030.M00.**

Three holes bidet set with
porcelain handles

Three holes bidet set with
black porcelain handles

Kitchen - Wall mounted sink mixer
with black porcelain handles

Kitchen - Single lever mixer with
porcelain handle

Kitchen - Sink mixer with black
porcelain handles

Kitchen - Sink mixer with
porcelain handles

Single wall spout with black
porcelain handle

Single lever bidet mixer with
porcelain handle

Bath and shower mixer with
black porcelain handles

Single wall spout with
porcelain handle

Kitchen - Wall mounted sink mixer
with porcelain handles

Bath and shower mixer with 
column and porcelain handles

Bath and shower mixer with
porcelain handles

Kitchen - Single lever mixer with
black porcelain handle

035016.M00.**

035031.MN0.**

035015.MN0.**

035023.M00.**

035016.MN0.**

035015.M00.**

035032.M00.**

035016.MC0.** 035016.MCN.**
Bath and shower mixer with column 

and black porcelain handles

035023.MN0.**
Single lever bidet mixer with

black porcelain handle
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

035018.MC0.** 035018.MCN.**

035019.M00.** 035019.MCN.**035019.MC0.**

Bath and shower mixer with 
column and porcelain handles

Bath and shower mixer with column 
and black porcelain handles

Shower mixer with porcelain handles Shower mixer with column and
black porcelain handles

Shower mixer with column and 
porcelain handles

Shower mixer with black
porcelain handles

035019.MN0.**

Bath and shower mixer with
black porcelain handles

Bath and shower mixer with
porcelain handles

035018.M00.** 035018.MN0.**
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035082.000.**

035073.000.**

035078.000.**

035072.000.**

Toothbrush and tumbler holder

Towel ring

Soap holder

Towel bar 600 mm

Toilet paper holder

Robe hook

Toilet brush holder
035084.000.**035077.000.**

035075.000.**

Retro
accessories
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

Single lever bidet mixer
042023.000.**042003.000.**

Single lever basin mixer

035085.000.** 035039.000.**

042019.000.**

042075.000.**

042005.000.** 042025.000.**

Spare toilet paper holder Pipes for free standing bath

Shower mixer with hand shower

Robe hook

One hole basin mixer One hole bidet mixer

Hand shower support for floor column

Towel bar 600 mm

Soap holder

Bath and shower mixer with
hand shower

Towel ring

Toilet paper holder
042077.000.**

035054.000.**

042072.000.**

042078.000.**

042018.000.** 042073.000.**

30

Retro handle
design #3

042082.000.**
Toothbrush and tumbler holder
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Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.  You can find Mestre bathroom fittings finishes on page 24

042084.000.**
Toilet brush holder
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BRONCES MESTRE, S.A.
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Tel. +34 961 550 800 - Fax +34 961 550 016
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Bronces Mestre S.A. reserves the right to make modifications , both models 
and technical information, without any previous notice. Texts and photos 

are not binding. The colours reproduced in this catalogue are purely 
illustrative and may be different from the original piece.

Bronces Mestre is not responsible of any printing error in this catalogue.
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